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As a mobile app reviewer, I come across a lot of applications every day. However, I select only a
few for the review and use only a very few regularly. If you feel bored with all those Angry Birds and
Cut the Ropes, you can give these few apps a try.

YKTYK: The usage of acronyms has been gaining popularity since the arrival of SMS. YKTYK (you
need to pronounce it as Yacketyak) is an iPhone utility app that comes loaded with acronyms. We
all know a few acronyms such as LOL, ROFL and ASAP. However, this app has a huge database of
1800 acronyms and offers acronym suggestions while you type your texts. If you have some
interesting acronyms, you can add them to the default database. With YKTYK, you can start using
some interesting acronyms such as aisb4 and A! from this holiday season. This app lets users share
these messages in Facebook and Twitter. It costs USD 0.99 and it is compatible iPhones and iPads
running iOS 3.0 or later. Download it here:
http://itunes.apple.com/au/app/yktyk/id465280868?mt=8&ls=1

MoodPanda: MoodPanda is fantastic mood diary that has become popular recently. This app would
be an ideal choice, if you want to spread your chart of happiness by sharing it to your friends and
others through Facebook, Twitter, MoodPanda website and of course, the app. MoodPanda would
also let you see how your mood has changed over days, weeks and months to get the bigger
picture. Therefore, you could also understand what makes you happy and what spoils your mood.
MoodPanda could be a handy tool to spread your mood during this holiday season. As this is a free
app, everybody could give it a try. This app is compatible with iPhones and iPads running iOS 3.0 or
later. Download it here: http://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/moodpanda-mood-diary-
mood/id447452124?mt=8

Word Find & Search: This is a free addictive word game for all ages. Word Find & Search is a game
about finding the hidden words among the group of letters while improving your vocabulary,
concentration and spelling skills. You can also use this app while preparing for English exams such
as IELTS and TOEFL. This app comes with a vast number of words under a wide range of
categories such as Basic English, English, Food and Meals, Leisure and Fun, The Animals, The
City, The Health and The House. Word Find has Australian and British slangs and also words from
other languages such as French, Spanish, Portuguese, German, Italian, Greek, Russian, Turkish
and Latin. I think this app could be used to kill time during this holidays. Word Find & Search has
free version that comes with ads and without the Christmas theme. Therefore, I would suggest you
the paid version as it costs only USD 0.99. This app is compatible with iPhone 4 and iPhone 4s.
Download it here: http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/word-find-search/id485665979?mt=8

I have listed three apps belongs to three different categories Utility, Social Networking and Games.
As the holiday season is all about having fun with family and friends, these three apps would help
you enjoy it to the fullest. Try these apps and please let us know your feedback at Alpha Digits.
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